When can a system be unambiguously defined as "complex"? Although many real-world systems are believed to bear its signature, the question above remains unanswered. Our special issue aims at contributing to this ongoing discussion by collecting a number of studies tackling two aspects of complexity that have recently gained increasing attention: the temporal one and the structural one.
When can a system be unambiguously defined as "complex"? Although many real-world systems are believed to bear its signature, the question above remains unanswered. Our special issue aims at contributing to this ongoing discussion by collecting a number of studies tackling two aspects of complexity that have recently gained increasing attention: the temporal one and the structural one.
The seven papers composing this special issue offer an articulated overview of these topics, by proposing novel techniques for the analysis of systems described by multiple time series (such as functional brain data, stock prices and market indices) and networked interaction patterns. The choice of focusing on neural and financial systems is dictated by the importance that topics like the identification of precursors of stock market movements, the application of causality-testing techniques to brain data and the definition of null models for the analysis of correlation matrices (only to mention a few) have gained in recent years.
In what follows, a brief overview of the contributions is provided.
--------------Liao et al. contribute to the stream of research on the "economic complexity" problem, focusing on the International Trade Network and addressing the problem of forecasting the economic evolution of a country using predictors that go beyond standard economic quantities (such as GDP). In order to identify the best method, the authors compare three different metrics across a dataset ranging from 1962 to 2000. As a result, the "Fitness and Complexity" approach seems to outperform the competing techniques.
Podobnik et al. address another timely prediction problem, i.e. the rise of EU right-wing populism in response to unbalanced immigration. In particular, the authors analyze the relationship between the percentage of right-wing (RW) populist voters in a given country, the prevalence of immigrants in the population of the same country and the total immigration inflow into the entire EU, over the last three years. They find that the increase in the percentage of RW voters substantially overcomes the percentage of immigration inflow. This results questions the role of EU institutions and calls for a deeper understanding of the EU citizens perception of the "globalization" topic.
A different, yet related, kind of prediction is the "link-prediction" problem, addressed by Zhou et al. The underlying hypothesis of any link prediction algorithm is that the likelihood of any two nodes to establish a connection depends on the number of "common" characteristics. The authors, however, propose a way of re-sorting link scores that enhances the precision of existing methods, by penalizing to a lesser extent nodes characterized by lower similarity scores.
Prediction problems are related to causality problems. Upon defining "causality" in an information-theoretic sense, Aste et al. investigate the performance of three methods (G-Lasso, Ridge and LoGo) to detect causality links when short time series are considered. A combination of filtering techniques and graphical modelling provides the best performance.
The same kind of filtering techniques is applied to investigate different types of dependency in financial multiplex networks. Musmeci et al. consider a four-layers multiplex defined by linear, non-linear, tail and partial correlations among a set of financial time series. The structural evolution of this peculiar kind of network reveals changes associated with periods of financial stress, whose detection is enhanced by the multi-layer character of the considered system. Network techniques to analyze time-evolving, multi-agents systems are also employed by Lombardi et al. to study the functional connectivity of the human brain. A novel framework is employed to quantify the synchronization of pairs of signals, by exploiting the so-called cross-recurrence plots: community detection based on such a metric seems to outperform the usual one, based on the Pearson correlation coefficient.
Networks constitute also the support to explore "evolutionary" game theory. Cimini studies two different evolutionary dynamics in order to refine equilibria multiplicity of games of strategic substitutes and complements. When the latter are embedded in complex topologies, different behaviors are found for different classes of games. In particular, when coordination games on infinitely-large scale-free networks are considered, equilibria arise for any value of the incentive to cooperate. 
